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NEWS RELEASE
NanaWall Systems introduces industry-first individual panel shade solution for
opening glass walls
SAN FRANCISCO, CA – NanaWall Systems, the pioneer of the opening glass wall industry, continues to
expand the category by introducing the first integrated shade solution for operable glass wall panels. For years,
traditional shades have only been available to cover the entire wall, hiding the folding glass wall completely
and allowing very little flexibility in how much or how little light is let into the home. NanaWall Shades, designed
specifically for NanaWall, are custom fitted to each panel and provide ultimate control of sun exposure and
homeowner privacy, without losing the aesthetic of the NanaWall.
“NanaWall Shades give homeowners complete flexibility in how they control their environment. Not only can
you open and close our glass panel walls depending on the weather and temperature, you can now easily
control the amount of light entering your home by adding shades to one or all of your panels,” said NanaWall
CEO Ebrahim Nana.
TWEET THIS: New integrated shading system, @nanawall Shades, gives homeowners control over light and
privacy. https://ctt.ec/sp8J9+ #nanawall
Available for all NanaWall folding and sliding glass walls, the NanaWall Shades’ suspended system design
gives homeowners control to use them top down, bottom up, or in-between. NanaWall Shades have been
custom-designed and tailored to easily snap in place and match any of the more than 25 glass wall systems
NanaWall offers.
A number of profile and fabric color choices are available to accommodate any design style and they work with
any new or existing NanaWall glass wall system. The patent pending quick and easy installation means no
tools are required.
Homeowners can also easily customize how much light each room gets by choosing transparent, semitransparent, or room-darkening shade fabrics. Profile colors come in a matte finish and include White
Aluminum, Jet Black, Traffic White and Gray Brown. Special colors are available upon request to match any
design aesthetic.
For more information about NanaWall Shades or NanaWall products, please visit nanawall.com.
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The industry-first NanaWall Shades allow
homeowners to control sun exposure and privacy,
day or night.

NanaWall Shades’ suspended system design
gives homeowners control to use them top down,
bottom up, or in-between.

About NanaWall Systems
Celebrating its 30th anniversary, NanaWall Systems pioneered the category of opening glass wall systems.
The company has earned the trust of architects, builders, design professionals and homeowners as a custom
solution for re-imagining how buildings, people and the elements interact. By combining precision engineering
and outstanding design options throughout more than 25 unique award-winning systems, NanaWall Systems
advances design possibilities beyond the conventional for almost any space. NanaWall Systems is
headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area, with 24 showroom and design studio locations across North
America.
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